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Order 7 Rule 11 

Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 
 

Rejection of plaint 
The plaint shall be rejected in the following cases: - 
(a) where it does not disclose a cause of action ; 
(b) where the relief claimed is under-valued, and the plaintiff, on being required by the Court to 

correct the valuation within a time to be fixed by the Court, fails to do so ; 
(c) where the relief claimed is properly valued, but the plaint is written upon paper insufficiently 

stamped, and the plaintiff, on being required by the Court to supply the requisite stamp-paper 
within a time to be fixed by the Court, fails to do so ; and 

(d)  where the suit appears from the statement in the plaint to be barred by any law.  
 

Court Decisions 
Rejection of plaint – Parties as well as the property involved were same in the present suit and in the 

two suits filed in the past which were dismissed up to the Supreme court—Present suit being third in number, 
plaintiff having failed to succeed in earlier rounds attempted to succeed through the third round of litigation—
Plaint of the plaintiff, in circumstances, was rightly rejected under O. VII, R. 11, C.P.C. PLD 2003 SC 484 

Clauses (b) & (c) of O.VII, R.11, C.P.C., not applicable to High Courts. PLD 2003 Kar. 284 

Plaint could have been rejected if suit was barred under any law—Courts below in the present case had 
not mentioned the law under which suit of plaintiff was barred—Mere non-registration of lease deed would 
not debar plaintiff to seek remedy of possession under S. 8 of Specific Relief Act, 1877. PLD 2003 Lah. 204 

Technicalities : Technicalities should not be allowed to come in the way of justice – Efforts should be 
made to provide substantial justice to parties before Court—Requirement of law is that incompetent suit 
should be buried at its inception, if same on its face is not maintainable.  PLD 2003 Kar. 466 

Application for rejection of plaint on the ground that the same had not been filed by a proper person as 
the alleged power-of-attorney given by the plaintiff, a foreign company, had not been attested and executed 
before the Pakistan Embassy in the said country and that the Board of Directors had not passed a resolution 
authorizing the person to institute the suit—Validity—points raised in the application were disputed facts 
needs proof of foreign law or of any existing agreement had to be brought on record only through evidence—
Application under O.VII, R.11, C.P.C being not maintainable in circumstances was dismissed. PLD 2003 Kar. 
420 

Scope. It appears from language of a rule-11 of Order 7 that it requires that an incompetent suit should 
be laid at rest at the earliest moment so that no further time is wasted over what is bound to collapse as not 
being permitted by law. A suit may be specifically barred by law and, in such an event, matter would come 
under express terms of clause (d) of Rule-11 of Order 7 of Code. But, even in a case where suit is not permitted 
by necessary implication of law in sense that positive prohibition can be spelt out of legal provisions. Court 
has inherent jurisdiction to reject plaint. This really amounts to saying Order 7, Rule 11 is not exhaustive. PLJ 
1996 Lah. 1098 = PLD 1995 Lah. 344. 
 Consideration of application under O. 7, r. 11--Court for such purpose, held, to confine itself to 
averments in plaint: P L D 1980 Kar. 492 P L D 1954 Sind 70 and P L D 1970 Kar. 548 ref. 

Senior Civil Judge did not apply his mind and disposed of case by rejecting plaint in a cursory manner. 
Though order under O.VII R. 11 CPC is termed as decree and is appealable, but by not appealing before 
District Judge, petitioners could not afterwards be debarred from assailing that order in constitutional petition 
in peculiar circumstances of case. They were in fact, neither heard by Civil court nor before Collector during 
acquisition proceedings. Respondents played double game. They got compulsory acquisition proceedings 
before collector stopped through an application to Commissioner, on ground of pendency of Civil suit and got 
plaint of Civil suit rejected on ground of compulsory acquisition proceedings before collector. It is duty of 
court before issuing process, to determine as to whether plaint should be returned under O.7 R. 10 or rejected 
under O.7 R. 11 of  CPC if such a case is made out. Neither plaint could be rejected in Civil suit of petitioners 
nor collector could stop proceedings for compulsory acquisition of property. PLJ 1996 Pesh. 243 = 1997 CLC 
21. 
 Plaint did not disclose any cause of action and suit merited dismissal. Law can be pressed into service 
only when a bare reading of plaint reflects lack of cause of action or relief claimed is under valued or where 
relief claimed is properly valued, but plaint written upon paper insufficiently stamped or where suit appears 
from statement in plaint to be barred by any law. There is no illegality, irregularity, misreading or non-reading 
of evidence to warrant interference in findings of courts below. PLJ 1996 Lah. 471 = 1997 MLD 21. 

 Plaintiff having not appealed from judgment and decree passed against him by a competent Court of 
law, is legally estopped from raising same issue by way of fresh suit which on face of it neither maintainable 
nor lawfully constituted. Secondly he cannot maintain a suit for declaration in respect of documents of transfer 
at a belated stage of 29 years. He has no cause of action to bring this suit. Plaintiff is unlawfully and malafidely 



 

 

circumventing right and interest of contesting defendants upheld and approved at the level of Supreme Court. 
He has not come with dean hands. Plaint rejected. PLJ 1997 Kar. 197 = 1997 MLD 900. 

  Extent. Civil Court while considering application under O.7, R. 11 C.P.C. can reject plaint while 
considering material available in plaint within purview of aforesaid provision. Suit cannot be dismissed under 
O.7, R. 11 C.P.C. PLJ 1999 Lah. 1630 = 1999 CLC 1396. 

 Purpose :-- Purpose of enactment of Order 7, Rule 11 of CPC is to provide safe-guard against vexatious 
claim and to -maintain writ of court. Power under aforesaid provision of law can only be exercised in suit 
where question of limitation is being raised and suit is found barred by limitation on face of it. Suit was filed 
ailer 145 days of registration of disputed deed. Delay in filing suit was not only apparent, but also admitted by 
submitting application for condonation of delay. Plaintiff/petitioner has not only failed to mention time, place 
and informer but has brought suit much after required time limit. Trial court has rightly rejected suit and 
appellate Court has also correctly and rightly maintained in appeal. There is no reason to interfere in findings 
arrived at by both Courts below. Petition dismissed. PLJ 1998 Pesh. 260 = 1999MLD1506. 
          Essentials. Where Court on perusal of plaint conies to conclusion that averments made in plaint, if 
presumed true, plaintiff would get relief sought, such plaint cannot be rejected for absence of cause of action. 
Where defendant seeks rejection of plaint for non-disclosure of cause of action, he has to show that even if 
allegations in plaint were presumed to be true, plaintiff was not entitled to any relief. For purpose of 
determination whether plaint discloses cause of action. Court has to presume that every allegation made in 
plaint was true. Power to reject plaint under O.7, R. 11 C.P.C. must be exercised only if Court comes to 
conclusion that even if all allegations were proved, plaintiff would not be entitled to any relief whatsoever. PLJ 
2000 Qta. 23 = PLD 2000 Qta. 61. 
 Determination as to rejection of plaint in terms of O.7 R. 11, C.P-C. was required to be undertaken with 
reference to plaint and annexures thereof, alone. Consideration of disputed or unadmitted material' outside 
plaint would necessarily require evidence, therefore, same would not be considered while exercising 
jurisdiction under O.7, R. 11, C.P.C-. Idea behind such jurisdiction was to nip in the bud and to bury still born 
suit at its inception, which was eventually bound to collapse and to avoid wastage of time of Court. To allow 
such proceeding to continue would result in abuse of process of Court. PLJ 1997 Kar. 861 = I997MLD2444. 

Requirements-In absence of determination of valuation of suit for purposes of court-fee, held, neither 
provisions of S.10(ii) of Court Fees Act, 1870 nor that of O.7, R.11, Civil Procedure Code, 1908, under which 
plaint could be rejected for non-payment of proper court-fee, would be attracted. 1986 M L D 534 

1980 C. L C 186 ref. 
 Cause Of Action :-- Cause of action not available. Duty of Court. It is settled law that provisions of 
Order 7, Rule-4 are not exhaustive. Incompetent suit which is abuse of process of law is to be hurried at early 
stage. PLJ 1998 Kar. 350 = 1998 MLD 641. 

 Application for rejection of plaint on point of maintainability. Plaint is silent as'to what were terms and 
conditions of deposit of amount with BCCI. at London, what is date of deposit and who deposited amount on 
behalf of plaintiff and who was its beneficiary etc.. Plaintiff was not able to demonstrate that any cause of 
action was accrued within jurisdiction of High Court. No cause of action is available to plaintiff, as regards 
territorial jurisdiction to file a claim at Kar. for recovery of £200,000/- deposited at London, A plaintiff can seek 
declaration regarding his right to any legal character or with respect to any right as to property claimed by 
him. He has also to show that he apprehends infringement of his legal status, whereas plaintiff is seeking 
declaration that transfer of management of BCCI to defendant No. 1 and its subsequent merger with defendant 
No. 3 and 4 be declared unlawful. He furthers seeks to declare that defendants No. 1 and 2 are neither legal 
successors of former BCCI in Pakistan nor entitled to receive and recover any of assets/money pertaining to 
former BCCI, which does not fall within any of legal characters or status of plaintiff which is a body corporate 
and cannot maintain suit. Suit being incompetent, patently time barred and barred for want of jurisdiction and 
without cause of action. Plaint rejected. PLJ 1998 Kar. 20 = 1998 CLC 165. 
 It appears that all courts including learned Judge of High Court, dismissed suit of plaintiff either under 
clause (a) or clause (d) of Rule 11 of Order 7. Under Order 7 Rule 11, if a plaint does not disclose a cause of 
action or suit appears to be barred by any law, at most plaint can be rejected but suit cannot be dismissed. 
Plaint does disclose a cause of action and suit does not appear to be barred by any law from statement of facts 
made in plaint. Prayer of plaintiff for grant of interim injunction was rejected on account of material 
consideration in mind of courts below that jurisdiction of Civil Court was barred and cardinal principles of 
prima facie case, balance of convenience and irreparable loss have been overlooked. Appeal accepted and case 
remanded to trial Court for proceeding afresh in accordance with law. PLJ 1996 SC (AJK) 17= 1995 CLC 1982. 

 It is inherent and mandatory duty of courts to examine plaint at an early stage and to see whether it is 
barred by any law. If no perusal of plaint, it- appears that suit is barred then plaint can be rejected even in 
absence of any application. PLJ 2996 Kar. &36 = 1996 MLD 76. 
 A suit can be rejected under O. VII R.11  CPC if the same does not disclose a cause of action for which 
the plaintiff is not only to allege the bundle of facts but is also required to show that not only the right has been 
infringed buts rights to seek a relief was in existence. The provisions of Order 7 R. 7 are not exhaustive. 
Therefore, if at any stage, it appears to the court that the suit is incompetent, the parties to the suit are at liberty 
to draw the court's attention to the same by way of an application and the court can decide the matter under 0. 



 

 

7 R. 11 as the policy of law is that the incompetent suits should be laid at rest at the earliest moment so that no 
further time is wasted over what his bound to collapse as not being permitted bylaw. PLJ 1997 AJK 104 = PLD 
3997AJ&K11 = 1997 Law Notes 778. 
 Petitioners are claiming , Property on account of possession whereas property in dispute never vested 
in custodian or formed part of compensation pol, therefore, question of its transfer to petitioners or anybody 
else did not arise. If looked from this angle petitioners have no locus standi to file Civil suits. Principles 
involved in rejection of plaint are two-fold. In first place, it contemplates that a still-born suit should be 
properly hurried at its inception, so that no further time is consumed in a fruitless litigation, secondly it gives 
plaintiff a chance to retrace his steps, at earliest possible moment, so that, if permissible under law, he may file 
a properly constituted case.  PLJ 1997 Lah. 452 = 1997CLC578 = 1997 Law Notes 191. 

 But Court should not have rejected plaint when a specific and definite allegation of fraud was levelled 
by appellant but should have enquired into question of fraud. PLJ 1997 Kar. 965 = 1997 CLC 1260. 

 Defendant want rejection of plaint for non-disclosure of cause of action has to show that even if 
allegations in plaint are presumed to be true, plaintiff was not entitled to any relief. PLJ 1997 SC (AJK) 314 = 
1997MLD 2952. 
 If after perusing plaint, comes to conclusion that averments made in plaint, if presumed true, plaintiff 
may get relief sought, plaint cannot be rejected for absence of cause of action. PLJ 1997 SC (AJK) 314 = . 1997 
MLD 2952. 
 Notice :-- Plaint rejected for want of notice under Article 131 of the K.D.A- Order, 1957. It has not been 
alleged by plaintiff whether acceptance of the offer by defendant was outside its scope and authority. 
Defendant has acted under, and in furtherance of K-D.A Order, 1957 and Rules and Regulations framed 
thereunder. Therefore compliance of Article 131 was mandatory. PLJ 1996 Karwhi 836 1997 MLD 76. 

  A Civil Court is fully competent to consider legal objection on maintainability of a suit raised by any 
party even without moving a proper application, provided an opportunity is extended to such party who may 
be effected in case of rejection of plaint and Civil court can suo moto reject a plaint under 0. 7 R". 11 CPC after 
extending opportunity of hearing to plaintiff. PLJ 1996 Kar. 394 = 1996 MLD 593. 

 In case of rejection of plaint, plaintiff would not be precluded from bringing fresh suit but dismissal 
operates as a bar to any further suit. In order to ascertain cause of action, it is incumbent upon court to apply 
its mind to averments of facts made in plaint and conclude as to whether presuming averments to be true, it 
can grant relief to plaintiff or not. If court is satisfied that on such presumption, relief can be allowed it shall 
not reject plaint by invoking provisions of Order VII Rule 11 of C.P.C.   PLJ 1996 SC (AJK) 17 = 1995 CLC 1982. 

 Barred by Law :--  Suit would not be deemed to be barred by law, for in order to reject plaint under 
O.7, R.ll, C.P.C. contents of plaint were required to be accepted on their face value. Without taking into 
consideration merits of contentions which might prejudice cause of parties, application for rejection of plaint 
was dismissed with observation that issue on point of limitation should be framed alongwith issues of facts.  
PLJ 1997 Kamchi 871 = 1996 CLC 628. 
  Suit filed by plaintiff wherein he had sought declaration against order passed by Rent Controller that 
finding of relationship of landlord and tenant was illegal, inoperative, misconceived and void, was hit by 
provisions of S. 15(5), West Pakistan Urban Rent Restriction Ordinance, 1959 and plaint of suit ought to have 
been rejected in terms of O.7, R. 11, C.P.C.. Suit being specifically barred under S. 15(5) of the Ordinance, 
plaint, was liable to be rejected.  PLJ 1997 Kar. 1035 = 1997 CLC 1109 = NLR 1997 Civil 647 

 Where right exists, remedy is provided by law. Proceedings relating to pre-emption suits pending 
during 1st August, 1986 till 26th March, 1991, cannot be left in, an inchoate state. Interpretation must be 
favouring to evolve procedure for final determination of controversy between parties, to attain finality. Plaint 
of respondent discloses cause of action, relief claimed is not under valued. Orders of rejection of plaint by trial 
and appellate Courts were devoid of lawful authority as such rightly set aside by High Court.   PLJ 1997 SC 
1764 = PLD 1997 SC 366 = NLR 1997 Civil 391. 
 Barred by law and barred by limitation. Bar of limitation is traceable to Limitation Act, therefore, it 
goes without saying that expression barred by any law includes law of limitation. PLJ 2001 SC 380 

 Arbitration Procedings :-- All defendants were neither residents nor working for gain within Province 
to which jurisdiction of said High Court extended. Addresses of defendants in plaint related to N.W.F.P- 
Parties in agreement had agreed to refer their dispute to sole arbitrator or to his nominee who also resided 
outside jurisdiction of High Court at Kar.. Effect. High Court at Kar., thus. Had no jurisdiction to entertain 
application for setting aside award. Civil Court at Pesh. would be competent to entertain such suit/ 
application. Provisions of O.7. R. 11, C.P.C. being not exhaustive, any incompetent suit must be buried at 
initial stage in order to save defendants from hardship and rigours of protracted trial. High Court at Kar., thus, 
had no jurisdiction, therefore, provisions of Ss. 31(2) & 32, Arbitration Act, 1940 were fully attracted, whereby 
plaint was liable to be rejected. PLJ 1999 Kar. 80. = 1998 CLC 1408. 
 Obtaining of mine for raising coal on royalty basis. Installation of new machinery. Differences arising 
of between new (partners) owners and respondents. Arbitration agreement thereof. Award entitling 
respondents to receive Rs. 28 lac from new owner without making it "Rule of Court". Another Arbitration 
Agreement between appellant and respondent. Award announced by sole arbitrator behind back of - 
appellant. Application for making it as "Rule of Court" without mentioning of previous Award. Objections 



 

 

against. Award was made "Rule of Court". Appeal and Revision against. Whether Revision petition can be 
filed for setting aside an Award, appeal would be competent u/S. 39(1) (vi) of Arbitration Act, and for purpose 
of examining validity of a Decree, as no specific provision has been in corporated, therefore, revision would be 
only remedy available to judgment Debtor. PLJ 1998 Qta. 252 =  1998 CLC 1684. 
 Foreign Arbitration Award. Whether a suit possible/ maintainable in Pakistan. Sections 32 and 33 of 
Arbitration Act provides that an Arbitration agreement or award shall he contested only by an application and 
not by a suit. Suit is therefore premature and plaint has been rightly rejected under Order 7 Rule 11 CPC, as 
being barred under law of Arbitration. Appellant's in order to forestall enforcement of Award filed on plea 
that Foreign Award is no applicable in Pakistan under Arbitration Act,, 1940. Suit of plaintiffs/appellants is, 
however, clearly not maintainable for want of jurisdiction and on account of legal bar even though award was 
made at Liverpool U.K. PLJ 1996 Kar. 767 = 1996 CLC 1812. 

 Court Fees and suit Valuation :-- Value of suit for purpose of court-fee assessed by the 
appellant/plaintiff had been changed by Trial Court-Effect-Where the valuation of the suit fixed by the 
plaintiff had been changed by Trial Court valuation for appeal would be the one fixed by the Trial Court. 1999 
M L D 985  
 Dismissal of appeal due to deficient Court-fee-Appellate Court did not allow at least one opportunity 
to appellant to make good deficiency in Court-fee-Legality of-Appellants being consciously aware of decree for 
specified amount having been passed against them, should have filed their memorandum of appeal with 
Court-fee sufficient to cover the amount decreed; yet in view of rule laid down by S.C in Siddique Khan's case 
reported as PLD 1984 SC 289, Appellate Court should have allowed at least one opportunity to appellants to 
make good the deficiency--Appellant, having not been afforded such opportunity were entitled to the remand 
of their appeal for the grant of one opportunity at least-Judgment of High Court was set aside, appeal was 
remanded to Appellate Court for disposal regarding question of Court-fee, in accordance with S.C judgment 
reported as PLD 1984 SC 289 and further disposal of appeal thereafter as required by law. 1990 S C M R 1723 
P L D 1984 SC 157 and P L D 1984 S C 289 rel. 
 Rejection of plaint for deficiency of court-fee in absence of determination of valuation of suit for 
purposes of court-fee, held, would not be warranted-High Court, in exercise of appellate jurisdiction would set 
aside such order of rejection of plaint-Suit was decreed on payment of purchase money and plaintiff directed 
to make good deficiency of court-fee within specified time failing which plaint would be deemed to have been 
rejected. 1986 M L D 534 

 Payment of court-fee-Legal objection as to late payment of court-fee by plaintiff, held, would be open to 
parties. 1986 C L C 123 

 Trial Court refusing obligatory adjournment to make deficiency in court.fee, held, would be acting 
illegally and such order would not be sustainable—High Court in exercise of appellate jurisdiction, set aside 
order of refusal to grant obligatory adjournment with direction to Trial Court on remand of case to decide 
question of pecuniary competency /incompetency afresh in accordance with law, keeping in view failure of 
defendant to file written statement within statutory period. 1986 M L D 1182 

 In order to determine proper court fee payable on plaint in a particular suit. correct principle was that 
plaint as a whole should be looked at and it was substance of plaint and not its ostensible form which really 
mattered for determination of court-fee. 2000 M L D 1611 

  Plaintiff in his suit had sought a declaration to the effect that he was owner in possession of suit land 
and also that gift deed and the sale-deed in favour of respondents were illegal, ineffective and inoperative 
against his rights-Said relief flew from declaration itself-Suit filed by plaintiff fell under S.7(4)(c) of Court Fees 
Act, 1870 read with Sched. II, Art. 17(iii) of said Act. 2000 M L D 1611 

    Ordinarily plaint or memo. of appeal, held, would be treated alike for purposes of taxing court-fee--
Where there was some deficiency in court-fee in plaint or in memo of appeal, obligatory adjournment would 
have to be given to supply same. 1986  M L D 1182 
P L I) 1984 S C 289 rel. 
 Provisions of S. 107 operates amongst others, as main link between provisions of O. 7, r. 11(b)(c) & O. 
41, r. 3, C. P. C. P L D 1984 S.C 289  

Plaint and memo randum of appeal can be treated at par in procedural respects in accordance with 
enabling and very wide-Provisions of S. 107(2), C. P. C. No exception in that respect justified-Order 41, r. 3, C. 
P. C. to be read with other relevant provisions of C. P. C. regarding drawing up of proceedings of "plaint" as 
applicable to appeal-Expression "here in before" used in O 41, r. 3, C. P. C. used in a wider sense as relatable to 
O. 41, rr. 1 & 2 which would be attracted by reference to S. 107(2), C. P. C.-Order 7, r. 11(b), (c) applicable to 
plaints as also to memorandum of appeals-Order 41, r. 3, C. P. C., held, not exhaustive in that behalf. 

Plaint, held, is a plaint even if not properly stamped. P L D 1984 S.C 289  

Failure of supply of proper court-fees in context of Court Fees Act, 1870 and S. 149 and O. 7, r. 11(c), C. 
P. C. can at best be equated with non prosecution and not with non-institution or presentation of matter/ 
document nor with bar of limitation-Considerations in this behalf for exercise of discretion under Ss. 148 & 
149, C. P. C. and relevant provisions of Court Fees Act, 1870 should be different from those under S. 5, 
Limitation Act, 1908-Held, when considering options for exercise of discretion for grant of time for supply of 



 

 

deficiency in court-fees considerations relevant to bar of limitation riot to be taken into account.- P L D 1984 
S.C 289  

The failure to supply proper court-fee in the context of the Court Fees Act and section 149. and Order 7, 
rule 11(c), C. P. C. can at best be equated with non-prosecution and not with non-institution or presentation of 
the matter/document nor with the bar of limitation. Accordingly, considerations in that behalf for exercise of 
discretion under sections 148, 149, and the relevant provisions of Court Fees Act should be different from those 
under section 5 of the Limitation Act, which in any case does not apply to the suits. To apply the latter to the 
former cannot be justified on any rule of interpretation.  

When considering the options for exercise of discretion for grant of time for supply of deficiency in the 
court-fee, considerations relevant to bar of limitation shall not be taken into account. P L D 1984 S.C 289  

P L D 1983 S C 227 and P L D 1984 S C 157 re-affirmed 
Enabling provisions of O. 7, r. 11(b)(c), held, applicable to appeals. P L D 1984 S.C 289  

Order of Court to make good such deficiency-Word "contumacy" in context used in general dictionary 
sense and not as a word of art-Plaintiff, if allowed time to supply deficiency in court-fees under O. 7, . r. 11(c) 
as a matter of course and obligation and plaintiff fails to do so, and asks for more time without some 
justification that would amount to his being obstinate and stubborn in ignoring or defying requirement and 
authority of law-Repetition of such conduct by plaintiff amounts to contumacy. P L D 1984 S.C 289 P L D 1981 
Lah. 261 approved.  

Mala fide,-"Mala fide" equated with "malice in fact", nature and connotation whereof would depend 
upon circumstances of each case and situation vis-a-vis personal. motive involved-Thing done in bad faith 
against another party concerned in a lis that can partake of "wrongful loss" or "wrongful gain" but if none of 
other parties to lis was involved and such act was regarding revenue of State, then that will not ordinarily 
reflect on lis between parties directly. P L D 1984 S.C 289 P L D 1974 S C 151 ref. 

Plaintiff being guilty of contumacy and acting in positive mala fides manner in regard to deficient 
court-fee may be refused discretion of Court under S. 149, C. P. C.-Court on discovery of an omission/error in 
valuation or deficiency in court-fee, shall acting under O. 7, r. 11(b), (c) allow time to plaintiff to make 
correction and supply deficiency and plaint in that case, shall be deemed to have validly been filed on date of 
original presentation notwithstanding fact that court-fee was supplied after expiry of period of limitation-
Plaintiff, if guilty of contumacy or commits positive act of mala fides, plaintiff could be, held, disentitled to 
further exercise. P L D 1984 S.C 289  

 Deficiency, making up of - It is not lawful to reject a plaint under Order 7, rule 11(c), C.P.C. without 
first granting time to the plaintiff to supply the deficient court-fee. Order 7, rule 11 is in a way a penal 
provision and shall be construed strictly so as not to be resorted to unless the conditions for exercise of such 
drastic power are satisfied. In the clause relevant here namely (c) it is provided that the plaint shall be rejected 
thereunder only when after the grant of requisite time the plaintiff has failed to supply the required/specified 
court-fee. Thus, it is mandatory and obligatory for the Court to grant time under clause (c). The question of 
discretion does not arise. And it is so whether the occasion arises at the very institution of the plaint of at a 
later stage. 
 If as afore-explained .time is to. be allowed as an obligation under Order 7, rule 11(c), then the question 
arises as to how the 'discretion' element in section 149, C. P. C. or for that matter section 28, Court Fees Act can 
be interjected in it. It cannot be. P L D 1984 S.C 289 P L D 1979 S C 821 clarified. 

Time, if granted as a discretionary measure, party concerned will not get advantage mentioned in 
second part of S. 149, C. P. C., but if time is granted under O. 7, r 11(c) party will not lose that advantage-Time 
when granted under O. Vlt, r. 11(c) same is granted nevertheless for supply of deficient court-fees, which being 
main object of S. 149, C.P.C., therefore, advantages under S. 149 will be available to beneficiary of exercise of 
power under O. 7, r. l1(c), C. P. C.  P L D 1984 S.C 289 P L D 1970 S C 37 ; 1972 S C M R 179 P L D 1979 S C 821 
ref. 

Court must first grant time to make up deficiency -Party failing to comply-Court can reject plaint at any 
stage of suit or receive fee afterwards. 1980 C L C 1124 

   Appellate Court have powers to grant time to pay requisite court. fee on memorandum of appeal-
Power of granting time no doubt discretionary, yet discretionary powers not to be exercised in an arbitrary 
manner so as to deprive a litigant of his valuable right. 1980 C L C 1124 

 Discretion vested in Courts to reject a suit or a memorandum of appeal for failure to make up 
deficiency in court-fees-Not to be exercised arbitrarily or in a fanciful manner but in a judicious manner 
keeping in view all circumstances of case, so as to advance ends of justice and period originally granted for 
making up deficiency may if necessary be extended in interest of justice.- 1980 C L C 1124 

 Change of law effected by Punjab Finance Act, 1973, S. 8 was of only regulatory and procedural type 
and no one has a vested right in any particular procedure-Court-fee leviable on first appeal in such case to be 
calculated in accordance with Punjab Finance Act, 1973 and not law which prevailed at time of filing of suit at 
a tine earlier to said amendment Court-fees paid at time of filing suit, held, deficient for appeal in 
circumstances. P L D 1984 S.C 289  

Plaintiff did not appeal against Trial Court's order directing him to pay proper court-fee, but filing 
appeal against rejection of plaint--Effect--Order of Court directing plaintiff to pay proper court-fee was not 



 

 

appealable; apart from it plaintiff had option to postpone challenge to said order till a final order viz. of 
rejection of plaint had been passed against him--Plaintiff, under provision of S. 1051), Civil Procedure Code, 
while preferring appeal against rejection of plaint could call in question legality of order directing him to pay 
proper court-fee--Finding of Courts below that order of Trial Court directing plaintiff to pay proper court-fee 
having not been challenged had become final, was erroneous;' Courts below should have considered plaintiffs 
assertion that he had paid proper amount of court-fee. 1992 S C M R 1306 

Plaintiff in appeal against rejection of plaint could call in question legality of order directing him to pay 
proper court-fee. 1992 S C M R 1306 

Trial Court prior to making final judgment and decree in favour of pre-emptor did not determine 
court-fee payable by pre-emptor/plaintiff and it was for first time while deciding suit that court-fee was 
quantified and suit was decreed in favour of pre-emptor subject to making up of deficiency in court-fee up to 
specified date-Plaintiff, being entitled to grant of opportunity to make up deficiency in court-fee, no fault, held, 
could be found with judgment of Trial Court granting time to plaintiff to make up deficiency in court-fee. 1989 

M L D 394 P L D 1984 S C 289 ref. 
Trial Court proceeded Illegally if  reject plaint without determining Court-fee and granting time to 

plaintiff to make up deficiency. PLJ 1989 Lah. 332. 

 Payment after stipulated period. Whether plaint was to be rejected. Court must first determine with 
exactitude amount of Court-fee payable on a document filed before it and give opportunity to litigant to make 
good deficient Court-fee within a given time and if default takes place, it can then have recourse to punitive 
provisions of Order 7, Rule 1Kb) & (c) of C.P.C. In this case, there was no such determination and consequent 
requisition ever made by Trial Court. Held: Plaintiff was neither negligent nor contumacious in matter of 
payment of Court-fee and could not be visited with penalty for rejection of his plaint on that score. PLJ 1991 
Lah. 458 
 Effect on limitation-Mere non-payment of court-fee by plaintiff within period of limitation or making 
up deficiency in court-fee after expiry of limitation, held, would not render suit of plaintiff otherwise instituted 
within time, to be time-barred unless plaintiff had first been asked by Court to pay definite amount of court-
fee by a specified date and he had defaulted to comply with that order. 1988 C L C 1311 P L D 1984 S C 289 ref. 

Limitation to be saved in cases which law requires the Court to allow plaintiff to correct valuation of 
relief claimed in suit which must necessarily entail making up deficiency in stamp paper affixed on plaint-
Time to be automatically enlarged in cases in which Court has discretion to grant time to pay whole or part of 
court-fee prescribed-Plaintiff when required to correct valuation of relief claimed in suit, shall further be 
required to supply requisite stamp paper and on compliance, that shall have same force and effect as if such 
fee had been paid in first instance. P L D 1984 S.C 289 P L D 1970 S C 37 reiterated. 
 Partial rejection of plaint, held. was not contemplated by law. 1986 C L C 126  AIR 1931 Mad. 175; P L 
D 1977 Kar. 256; 1979 C L C 742 and A I R 1962 Pat. 189 rel. 

Order appealed against pertaining to partial rejection of plaint by Civil Judge-Order illegal on face of it 
and not warranted by law-Where a cause of action disclosed in plaint, plaintiff, held, had a right to have a fair 
trial of his case, to produce evidence and have a judicial opinion of Court on merits of his cause-Plaint can 
only be rejected when allegation made in plaint, when accepted in mode and form, does not entitle him to a 
relief-Summary guillotining of Civil proceedings, held further, could hardly be approved-Order passed by 
Civil Judge partially rejecting plaint set aside and case remanded for decision afresh in accordance with law. 
1986 C L C 126 1979 C L C 570; 1980 S C M R 314; P L D 1973 Kar. 653; P L D 1979 Lah. 865; P L D 1982 Lah. 716 
and 1981 S C M R 993 ref. 

Consideration of application under O. 7, r. 11--Court for such purpose, held, to confine itself to 
averments in plaint: P L D 1980 Kar. 492 
 Diplomatic and Privileges Councillors Act, Petitioner being diplomatic Mission claiming immunity 
from legal action. Entitlement of petitioner to claim immunity. Extent. Perusal of provision of S. 86-A, C.P.C. 
would show that unless its requirement was fulfilled no suit could be brought against a mission on the plea of 
exemption to general provision of law on the subject. Parties having not disputed their status, cannot confine 
themselves to provisions of Slate Immunity Ordinance 1981 and Diplomat Privileges Councillors Act, 1972. 
British High Commission being a mission as defined under Diplomat Privileges Act. 1972 and respondent 
being Member of the Staff of Mission breach of contract of service if any, between petitioner and respondent 
cannot be adjudicated by Courts in Pakistan due to availability of immunity to petitioner from Civil, Criminal 
and administrative jurisdiction of Courts in Pakistan as per dictates of S. 4 of Diplomat Privileges Councillors 
Act, 1972. Fact that respondent having filed written statement would be deemed to have submitted to 
jurisdiction of Court was devoid of force in the light of S. 4(3)(B) of State Immunity Ordinance, 1981. Petitioner 
before filing. written statement had filed application under O. 7 R. 11 C.P.C.. therefore, filing of written 
statement under direction of Court which contained preliminary objection regarding maintainability of suit 
neither intervened in the proceedings nor would be deemed to have submitted to jurisdiction of Court in 
Pakistan. Petitioner's application for rejection of plaint in terms of O.7. R. 11 C.P.C. was allowed and plaint in 
suit for damages filed by respondent was rejected in circumstances. PLJ 2000 Lah. 1974.    



 

 

Appellate Court setting aside an order of Trial Court rejecting a plaint and remitting case to Trial Court 
for disposal in accordance with law. Such order of Appellate Court is not an order under O.41, R. 23 and is not 
appealable under O.XLUI, R. 1(4). PLJ 1977 Kar. 454.   

Appeal. Rejection. Had petitioners made payment of deficient Court fees, memorandum of appeal 
would have been validated retrospectively from date on which it had been so filed. Insufficiently stamped 
memorandum of appeal does not become a memorandum of appeal and is just a piece of paper. Appeal was, 
therefore, liable to be dismissed on account of failure of petitioners to make payment of court fees. PLJ 1996 
Lah. 957 = 1996 MLD 1074. 
 Port Authority is authorised to issue notice for determination of lease on ground of breach of any 
covenant of lease. By averments made in plaint, respondents had admitted that they have committed breach of 
conversant by sub-letting and parting with portion of leased plot in contravention of lease agreement, Estate 
Manager was competent to issue notice under Section 3 of Kar. Port Trust Act. Notice to respondent under 
Section 3 of Act is under provisions of Port Authorities Lands and Buildings (Recovery of Possession) 
Ordinance, 1962 and jurisdiction of Civil court is barred.  PLJ 1995 Kar. 194 = PLD 1995 Kar. 192. 

 At hearing of revision, respondent No. 2 owned filing of revision and submitted that he had authorised 
respondent No. 3 for its filing. Board of Rev. was possessed of revisional jurisdiction and it cannot be 
successfully asserted that it acted without " jurisdiction. Even otherwise, jurisdiction of Civil court appears to 
be expressly barred in Section 26 of Ordinance. Even if not expressly ousted, jurisdiction of Civil court was 
impliedly barred. Since jurisdiction did not exist in Civil court, it rightly refrained to proceed further by 
rejecting plaint. Justice having already been done between parties, it shall not be equitable to interfere for 
upsetting decision of M.B.R. given years ago. PLJ 1994 Lah. 367 = 1994 MLD 1513. 

 Plaint, rejection of. Appeal against. Deficiency in Court-fee. Order of Trial Court cannot be construed 
to have been passed under Order 7, Rule ll(c). It is obligatory under this provision to determine Court-fee and 
then require plaintiff to make up deficiency within a time to be fixed by Court. This course has not been 
resorted to by learned Trial Court. PLJ 1988 Lahore 193. 

 Suit was filed without first giving notice to defendant/Authority under S. 20-A, Sindh Buildings 
Control Ordinance, 1979, since no suit could be filed against defendant/Authority except after expiry of s9ty 
days' written notice delivered to or left at the Office of Authority, suit filed by plaintiff was not maintainable. 
Mandatory provision of law having not been complied with plaint was rejected especially when plaintiff had 
not come up before Court with clean hands and had no cause of action against defendant/ Authority. PLJ 2000 
Kar. 251 = PLD 2000 Kar. 161. 

Natural justice. Principles of. Rejection of plaint for showing no cause of action and for lack of 
jurisdiction of Court. Plaintiffs having not returned agricultural loan, they were served notice under Ss. 81 & 
82, West Pakistan Land Rev. Act, 1967 for recovery of loan amount. Trial Court's order of rejection of plaint 
was affirmed by Appellate Court. Status. Plaintiffs were admittedly not associated with proceedings or 
enquiry which was undertaken for determining as to whether any amount was due and recoverable as arrears 
of land Rev.. Deprivation of plaintiffs of opportunity of being heard by appropriate Authority. before passing 
adverse order against them would amount to violation of principle of natural justice and could be equated 
with violation of fundamental right. Finding of two Courts below, however, that Civil Court had no 
jurisdiction to entertain and adjudicate upon suits in question did not require to interfered with, yet their 
finding ordering rejection of plaint c.ould not be sustained and same was modified to the effect that plaints 
filed by plaintiffs were to be returned to them for filing in appropriate Court, having jurisdiction to entertain 
and adjudicate upon issues and disputes involved therein.  PLJ 1998 Kar. 687 = 1998 CLC 790. 

 


